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BOATING
Strategies
and tactics
to increase
participation
in recreational
boating...

www.icomia.org

MEET ICOMIA

the international trade
association representing the
global marine industry since 1966
ICOMIA lobbies international authorities and major organisations, publishes
documents and guidelines and produces tools to facilitate the growth of the industry...
We bring together national
boating federations in one global
organisation and represent them at
an international level, presenting
a strong and united voice when
dealing with issues challenging
the industry.
34 national federations across the
world are full members of ICOMIA
and they include the vast majority

of the industrialised countries from
North America across to Japan
and China and from Finland to
New Zealand.

to remove all barriers to trade,
wherever they may exist and to
promote boating and to give
guidelines where appropriate.

Our objectives are to provide a
forum for the exchange of views
between the different national
marine industry associations, to
produce internationally agreed
standards to ensure high quality
and safety of industry’s products,

ICOMIA represents an agreed
international industry opinion on
environmental matters related to
boating and we seek to minimise
any adverse effects of boating on
the marine environment.

www.icomia.com
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Our working
committees mostly
consist of our
member associations
and address issues
challenging the
marine industry
worldwide

LIBRARY
The ICOMIA
Online Library
contains useful
information about
the industry.
Members can access
and/or provide
relevant data here

M BE R S
ME
With the help
of our members
throughout the
world, ICOMIA acts
internationally on
behalf of all those
concerned with the
marine industry

WELCOME

safeguard the future of OUR
industry : IDEAS FOR CREATING
new, LIFE-LONG boaters
ICOMIA has launched the first ever ‘Grow Boating Guide’ – a collection of strategies and tactics to
increase participation in recreational boating globally.
The Guide is aimed at both new and established trade associations, as well at special interest groups
wishing to start a national trade association and/or develop a unified campaign to attract new boaters.
It is also a key resource for marina operators, dealers and business such as charter companies, wanting
innovative new ideas on how to grow demand in their services/products and in the long run – safeguard
the future of the industry by attracting new boaters.
The Guide explores funding ideas; How to form alliances and gain industry commitment; How research can
provide insights into perceived barriers to boating; Ideas for consumer campaigns, such as harnessing the
power of the ‘Mummy Blogger’; Utilising boatshows and events; Measuring and monitoring marketing and
campaign results and how to communicate these within the industry and to the consumer.
The Guide also features a directory of ICOMIA member ‘Grow Boating’ campaigns – which are dedicated
to promoting watersports and supporting, nurturing and growing the industry globally.
For more information contact info@icomia.com
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1. industry commitment + funding
A Marine Industry Assocuation (MIA) should focus all its
resources on ONE national/regional campaign to help attract
new consumers.
Engage your members
MIAs should hold member workshops in order to consult and
engage members in order to:
• Identify campaign targets
• Decide on a tool-kit for members to assist in the campaign this could include a movie, banners, information, social media
tips etc.

NMMA Canada: How is the program funded?
Universal participation through that country’s industry is key.
These programs are known to be successfully scalable across
different country sizes and in multiple languages but the key is
to have a majority of consistent and long term commitments
from industry to invest in the program and have a long term
vision to results (i.e. plus five years)

Engage the industry
It’s vital for the industry to be behind a grow boating campaign:
• There could already be a
number of marine companies
running programmes as part
of their marketing campaigns
in order to develop a marine
culture in their area
• Providing different types of
decals and marketing material
for dealers/ industry encourage
involvement
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HISWA : Member power
HISWA has adding ‘marketing’ to its member
benefits/activities:
• Guidance on utilising the well know HISWA
brand power
• Certain HISWA members pay an additional fee
to their normal subscription to fund marketing
and promotional activities and events such
as sailing schools, boat charter, ‘Yachts
Holland’ (35 smaller yacht builders who market
themselves at boat show and through their
own website)
Awareness and support from HISWA’s members
• Member marketing steering group ‘Welkom
op het water’
• Market research
• Presentation and online polls at 40 member
meetings
• 40 Founding Fathers / leader firms invested
• Development of a ‘teaser package’ (37K
Euro)
• Launch campaign at HISWA boat show
• Online promotion tool-kit for members (movie,
banners, information, social media tips)
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Develop partnerships

Dealers: Could provide boats for display, boats for
activities, boat demonstrations, etc.
Training/Safety organisations: Could supply staff that
can help introduce consumers to boating lifestyle via
seminars, on-the-water boat handling clinics, trailering
seminars, interactive demonstrations, etc.
Manufacturers/Suppliers/Retailers: Could provide
resources to enhance local events
Yacht Clubs: Could be very active when it comes to
promoting boating

Marinas: As the ideal hosts for on-water events, they play a key role in
coordination of these types of campaigns and could host the following:
• ‘National Boating Days’ - the marina could host an event to spotlight its
facilities and services
• Other local businesses could be invited to participate in order to feature
their own products and services
• Together they plan a variety of exhibitions, displays and activities to
attract the public, much like a boat show
• ‘Try-a-boat’ experiences (with dealers providing boats)
• Boating programmes for school children
• Training courses – with certified training academies

Dubai Marina Yacht Club
Rally Programme

• Launched in 2010, the Rally Programme is a series of sea and land rallies
organised exclusively for berth holders
• The programme includes land-based events such as workshops, seasonal
social gatherings, activities and water based expeditions
• Led by its experienced team, the Rally Programme allows clients to
explore new places in the area, and further afield
• New berth holders are invited to attend one of DMYC’s ‘new berth
holder meetings’. This successful meeting creates awareness about the
advancements in the marina and provides the opportunity to interact
with other berth holders as well as socialise with people of similar interests
• Today the rally program is DMYC’s number one engagement activity and
is the driving force behind its berthing demand
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British Marine Southwest

Funding Ideas FOR MIAs

• Identify which members might be willing to pay extra to
fund a campaign (you’ll need to show them the direct
benefit they’d receive from your campaign
• NMMA’s campaign funding comes from contribution from
engine manufacturers on engine sales, dealer levies on
engines fitted in completed boats and contributions from
retailers from their annual subscriptions
• Sweboat’s members contributed a total of €130k to launch
its campaign in 2013
• HISWA has developed special packages for its 850-strongmembership to fund and be involved in the creation of a
campaign at different levels/tiers:
• Big suppliers look after their smaller dealers by
paying their campaign subs
• This tiered fundraising could raise an annual budget
of 180,000 EUR initially
• Arrange sponsorship from media partners
• Request government / agency funding

550+ people out on the water over a weekend
BMF Contribution: £550
Found Costs:
• Radio Advertising £1000
• AA Signs: £306
• Press Ads: £200
• 12 Boats in kind @ circa £500 a boat (£6000)
• 500 fliers printed free of charge
• Volunteers from local colleges
TOTAL value £7500

What HISWA offers it members in return for
funding:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participation in new market promotion
Member investment will be doubled by (media) partners
Member companies will feature 24/7 in the campaign
Members will receive more traffic on their website, new
consumers
Access to new initiatives and events
Free ticket (annually) to a marketing conference and
workshops
Members’ logos will be placed in promotion movies
Use of HISWA help-desk for marketing & promotion advice
Free promotion material and give always
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2. research
• Confirm/determine who key targets are
• Determine what barriers exist that keep potential
customers in target from participating
• Determine what motivates consumer to become
involved with boating
• What segment(s) have the most potential to increase
overall boating participation and demand for boats
• Create benchmarks for
measuring efforts in future

NMMA Canada: WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?
Research would ideally provide insights into perceived barriers
to boating as well as some additional detail on participation,
various boating activities, intention to purchase and where/
how they participate (owners/renters and local/tourism).
Research is also great to determine Economic Impact of the
industry to support efforts to lobby government.

• Provide the foundation for a
strategic marketing plan to
accomplish goals
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Using Google Earth to
identify current and future
boaters
When people buy boat show tickets in advance they usually
provide their address. This has enabled British Marine to create
its own target group index to find people who “look and smell
like boaters”.

HISWA campaign target groups

By plotting where enthusiasts are coming from, BM has
developed trends (typically these people are from around
the coast, inland waterways etc.). This is a free way to see
where boaters are and make assumptions on where potential
boaters might be - thus enriching your understanding of your
target audience.

• Younger people - Getting them acquainted
with watersports in a fun way
• Young families - New boaters, plus those with
past nautical (childhood) experience, getting
them back into watersports
• Silver generation - who are / were active in
boating, inspire them to stay active in easier
and more accessible ways
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RESEARCH

There are several ways MIAs gather statistics in order to
help them answer the following questions:
1. Who are the next generation of boaters?
2. What are their barriers and motivations?
3. What is the industry’s opportunity with them?
Conducting your own surveys are a long-term
investment, but which will not only allow you to create
a contact database, but also provide a basis for
campaign work.
Ways to conduct research:
• Undertake research alone or with a partner,
such as a university, other industry association or
complimenting industry or sector
• Become an industry advisor to your government,
and spearhead a national government survey
• Collect data at events, including email addresses
and contact details
• Capture website visitor information
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Swedish Recreational
Boating Survey

• A survey of Swedish recreational boats and
how they are used was conducted for the
first time in 2004 and then a second time in
2010
• In 2015 Intermetra Market & Business
Research AB was assigned by the Swedish
Transport Agency’s Civil Aviation and
Maritime Department to conduct a
renewed survey
• Contacts at the Swedish Transport Agency
Civil Aviation and Maritime Department
were Jonas Ekblad and Lars-Göran
Nyström

Norboat’S BOAT TRENDS STUDY

• A proposal to undertake a survey to
investigate the Norwegian leisure boating
market (use/number of boats/trends etc.) is
under consideration
• The proposed survey was initiated by the
association for boaters and marinas – the
Royal Norwegian Boating Association
(Kongelig Norsk Båtforbund)
• Norboat would be a contributor and the
survey would be carried out by one of the
leading survey companies in Norway
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NMMA/NMMA Canada Boater Participation Survey

• During the first three years of the campaign, NMMA took every
person who registered on Discover Boating and compared
their name/address to boat registration data. If they purchased
a boat after they visited the website it was counted as a
successful sale as a result of the campaign
• NMMA’s research focuses on the younger demographic, and
how this target audience moves through the NMMA ‘purchase
funnel’ - this allows NMMA to see if a customer is willing to spend
money on boating, whether through renting, joining a boatclub, peer-to-peer (which for the younger generation are all
attractive options)

British Marine’s Watersports Participation

• Omnibus research has been conducted annually since 2002
by Arkenford market research consultancy and consists of one
large face-to-face survey and one smaller, bespoke online
survey
• The research is funded by a consortium of marine organisations,
with the costs of the research shared among these partners.
Each member’s financial contribution depends on the content
they purchase in the survey(s). British Marine and RYA are
founding members of this consortium, with British Marine acting
as the lead client, managing relations between the consortium
and Arkenford and advising and overseeing Arkenford
regarding the output from the research
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3. consumer campaign
Firstly, prepare to change perceptions

Increase awareness and positive perceptions of boating by
breaking the stereotype that boating is only for the rich and
glamorous. This perception is not only wrong, but it acts as a
barrier to the average person wishing to try out boating. Help
future boaters imagine themselves on the water by focusing on
imagery and situations they can relate to.

NMMA: The power of social media
A Facebook user recently ‘liked’ the Discover Boating
Facebook page; although he did not have a boat.
He followed the page for some time, joined an online
conversation with a set of questions to help him decide if
he could buy a boat – which the Facebook community
answered and he eventually bought that boat.

It’s the fun, life experience you are selling – so focusing on a boat
in the water is not enough – focusing on a family enjoying the
boat is what encourages new boaters. Fun is our competitive
advantage and video is a fantastic way to show ordinary people
having fun on a boat.
Make contact
Social Media: A successful tool for promoting boating as you can
reach a huge audience of non-boaters
• In the US, social media research shows that every Facebook
fan you have is worth $175
Snapshot NMMA’s Facebook Demographics
• You can see a slight male skew
• Age-range mirrors target audience of
25-54 years-old
• Facebook is not just for kids
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Sweboat’s Facebook strategy
• Sweboat pays for Facebook advertising
• Ensures there are regular and consistent
postings (exactly three times per week)
describing Sweboat’s new activities to
promote boating, such as ‘Beginners’ Bay’
and the ‘Ski-Resort Campaign’ etc.
• Sweboat monitors success of new
promotions. For example, the Ski-Resort
Campaign - which was promoted through
paid Facebook advertising - received
5,000 new ‘Likes’
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NMMA Canada: INTERACTIVE MARKETING
Interactive marketing campaigns are inherently
measurable and can serve to guide a consumer from
interest at the top of the funnel to shopping closer to the
bottom of the funnel.
Social media provides a rich source of information on
consumers who are engaged and definitely has to be
supported with paid advertising strategically targeted to
key audiences to be most impactful.
Understanding the nuances of your target audience to
create content that will be specific to their interests/age
and stage is important.
The value of online video, particularly in social media,
contributes to above average view rates overall as
consumers don’t get fatigued from repetitive creative
(beyond brand) awareness.
Walk consumers through a path of discovery to ownership
to support the prospect/referral path slide.
Online
advertising campaigns drive to two ends of the funnel top
(beginners guide and get started materials) then middle
(participation / rentals and experiential) and ultimately
bottom (boat selector tool and referrals).
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Harness the power of the Blogger: A blog features diary-type
commentary and can link to articles on other websites
Here’s a few ways to engage with bloggers:
• Taking bloggers on boating weekends is a good way to
promote boating to a wider audience you might not normally
have access to
• Focus on the ‘Mommy-Blogger’
• This family-centric blogger reaches your target audience
– the 25-54 year old with a family

Finnboat media relations
Finnboat works with international press on initiatives such
as The Finnboat Floating Show, held every two years to
showcase new boats. In 2013, 60 journalists from 40 countries
were invited to attend the Show. To date there have been
approx. 600 written pages in international magazines on
Finnish boats. Finnboat report the investment for this type of
initiative is about 150,000 Euros, and the return on investment
is 10-15 fold.
Enlist support from the media: Good Public Relations with media
is essential.
• Get to know local media and national media based in your
country – and get their help with campaign coverage
• Media weekend boating experiences are a good way to
develop these relationships, and promote boating. Give writers,
editors and producers first-hand boating experiences
• Target female magazines for an extended target audience
(family)
• Use a celebrity endorsement/ambassador to interest media
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Boating Industry Association
Australia: My Boating Life + Dashboard
BIA Australia’s website - www.myboatinglife.com.au - covers
just about everything there is to know about recreational
boating in Australia...
• This is a central, ‘one-message’ ‘one-stop’ place for
Australian recreational boating information
• As of 2013, the site had 10,000 registrations. By registering,
members can connect with the industry and access
various features (weather information, facilities in different
regions etc.)
• BIA is trying to encourage the industry to participate and
help fund a much more comprehensive national grow
boating campaign
Another Australian initiative, the Boating Dashboard, is a
personal interface for the MyBoatingLife website and provides
users with a custom repository - showing forecasts, tides etc. –
all relevant to their boating.

Tip:
• Capturing website visitor information means you can send
regular emails to stay in constant communication
• Nowadays more people access the internet via their smart
phone than via their desktop computer - So make sure your
website is mobile and tablet friendly or you will not only lose
visitors, but will also be penalised by search engines such as
Google!
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NMMA: Boat Selector Tool
“We Sell Boating, You Sell the Boat”
NMMA’s ‘Boat Selector Tool’ refers people to manufacturer’s
websites - once there, it’s the job of the manufacturer to sell
the boat. NMMA also encourages its members to have the
tool on their websites also.
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Make it easier to own and insure a boat
Make it easier to own a boat by providing
support in the form of legal and insurance
services:
• An ‘Annual Boat Inspection’ can be
carried out by a Finnboat certified
inspector - this may lead to reduced
insurance premiums for owners
• In The Netherlands, HISWA supervise the
legal proceedings for multiple person
boat ownership - This is the millennial
way to buy boats, where individuals in
a group can use the boat at different
times
Develop online tools focusing on growing boating
• Provide links to local dealers for recommended boat type
• Provide information on relative costs compared with other
sports
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4. shows + events
Just have fun!

In the early stages of encouraging interest from a novice,
instructions and skills information (like training courses, skippering
etc.) could be overwhelming – instead participants should be
encouraged to enjoy the experience of being on a boat, and all
that entails.
‘Try-a-Boat’
Working with local marinas and dealers etc. to organise free
boat trials is an excellent way to get non-boaters on the water. By
getting people on the water for a couple of hours of boating – for
free – may eventually lead to owning a boat.

How to engage dealers
There are some dealers who really ‘get it’ - they realise that
these programmes actually sell boats:
• Encourage manufacturers and dealers to participate
and engage in the campaign by donating products for
people to try
• Dealers could buy the ‘try-me boats’ at a very low price
and then decide if they want to sell them on after the
campaign
• Dealers could provide instructors as well

‘Beginners’ Bay’
Where better to try out your newly borrowed boat, stand-up
paddle or canoe than a tailor-made ‘beginners’ bay’ – designed
to give novices the space, support and safety needed to gain
confidence and nurture their new-found passion for the water.
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Promote boating at other recreation activities: It’s likely people
who like to ski would love to boat! So don’t wind things down in
the winter, focus on promoting boating at ski resorts (maybe with
a fun countdown to summer)
Sweboat’s

National boating days: Typically a marina will host an event to
spotlight its facilities and services. Other local businesses could
be invited to participate in order to feature their own products
and services. Together, plan a variety of exhibitions, displays and
activities to attract the public much like a boat show.

Ski Resort ‘Boat’
Campaign

The NMMA
National Boating
Day model

Think outside of the box when advertising: Advertise within cinema
advert blocks to promote boating, or sponsor non-boating related
events that attract your target audience

Focus on the next generation/future boaters:
• In China, swimming and boating schools, as well as sailing
contests are promoted to school children
• In Norway there is a mandatory boat certificate for school
children
• In Turkey there are elementary school programmes focused on
sea safety, as well as training days with parents and children
teaching theory and practice of boat safety
• In France, if you live near the coast, sailing is part of the
curriculum
• Yachting Australia’s sailing programme encourages children
to get into boating
• In the US, ‘Youth Boating Programs’ provide youngsters with
hands-on skills training
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Teach skills; help people feel safe and in control
Once you’ve given beginners a chance to enjoy simply being
on the water, it’s time to gently incorporate some hands-on skills
training to keep them safe – and help them feel in control.
Focus on short burst of training; teaching one thing at a time - in
a very friendly non-sales environment, such as how to dock the
boat, how to anchor, handling etc. This could take place at onwater boat shows.
The British Marine and Royal Yachting Association’s initiative,
‘Active Marina Programme’, provides skills training to boat power
and sail enthusiasts.

NMMA Canada: STAKEHOLDER POOL
The development of a pool of stakeholder resources on a
B2B toolkit (we have www.growboating.org) allows them
to get more easily engaged with events such as National
Boating Day. If not all stakeholders are contributing then
some may want to consider allowing two tier model for event
engagement among non core contributors (e.g. let non
core contributors participate by paying to access ‘event in
a box’ resources).

These types of
programmes have
actually sold boats People go out on the
boat, they learn a few
skills, they realise they
can do it, and more
often than not they buy
the boat they learnt on.
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Using Boat shows
Boat shows can include activities to attract visitors, such as water
demonstrations and manoeuvring clinics. They are an excellent
place to hold a ‘try-a-boat’ initiative for total novices, media,
bloggers etc. and to encourage your newly interested boaters to
actually buy their first boat.
• Ensuring participants’ email addresses and contact details are
gathered at each event makes it easier to promote the next

NMMA Canada: BOAT SHOW TACTICS
Boat shows could include specifically designated tours and
‘neutral’ guides for new visitors to a show. Position a ‘Discover
Boating Centre’ at the show as an unbiased information
source and fill with general information + resources, such as
“how to shop at a boat show”, etc. Offer free seminars on
basic boating topics are a great example of a well received
consumer facing tactic here.

Finland’s boat shows
Finland has the world record in boat show attendance every 64th Fin attends the boat shows
• 85,000 people attend both Finnboat’s boat shows
• 100,000 Euros has been invested to create a big pool for
wakeboards and surfboards; attracting young people to
the boat show
• The in-water boat show has [power] boats available for
trials
• The companies bring the boats and provide the skipper –
• In the 2013 Helsinki Boat-Afloat Show, the trial boats were
used 850,000 times
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5. measurements
• Monitor your social media accounts, such as Facebook, which
has analytical tools allowing you to measure the success of a
promotion
• Measuring results from campaigns can also include inward
facing measurements, showcasing value and resourcefulness
• To measure the success of an event, look at the number of
people that attended, for example 2,000; how many of those
2,000 people went on the water at the event (550) and then
investigate the number of people who took an action after the
event - by sending follow up emails/communication to see if
their experience at the event resulted in positive action
• Granular data (the most detailed data, or the lowest level data)
is more difficult to measure. But it’s that type of measuring that
provides answers on global event attendance, behaviour and
positive action

NMMA Canada: MONITORING BEHAVIOUR
As consumer behaviour continues to shift more and more
towards mobile interaction, capture the majority of online
consumer focused resources and expand on the importance
of mobile / responsive design.
Contributing stakeholders can use Google Analytics to identify
the traffic coming from the source website (in this case
DiscoverBoating.com). It’s straightforward and concise.
The value of interactive marketing and particularly ongoing
measurement of efforts across the board is vital. For example,
as we see the aging population of boaters we know that this
will impact our target audience for the next generation of
boaters and is therefore impacting our marketing strategies.
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6. campaign directory

www.acobar.org.br

Below are details of the Committee members’ national campaigns – which are dedicated to promoting watersports, supporting, nurturing and growing the industry in
order to protect our most beloved activities on the water globally. Join your national marine industry association today + let’s campaign together...

The Brazilian Marine Manufacturers Association - ACOBAR
- represents its members in efforts to strengthen and expand

www.
venhanavegar.org.br

www.facebook.com
/Acobar-400886079938420

marketing
@acobar.org.br

@Acobar_BR

www.
discoverboating.ca

www.facebook.com/
discoverboatingcanada

www.youtube.com/
user/discoverboating

cblackwell@nmma.org
@nmma.org

@db_canada

www.instagram.com/
discoverboatingcanada

the Brazilian recreational marine industry. Its campaign,
Venha Navegar, aims to promote the boating lifestyle
and support the associated industry, in order to increase
their sales and consequently the production of boats.

www.nmma.ca

National Marine Manufacturers Association Canada
- NMMA - provides a strong voice of leadership by representing
recreational boating to policymakers, the media and the
public. Its campaign, Discover Boating, focuses on
increasing participation and creating interest in recreational
boating by demonstrating the benefits, affordability

www.dbsv.de | www.bvww.org

and accessibility of the boating lifestyle in Canada.
The two German associations, Bundesverband Wassersport-Wirtschaft
– BVWW – and Deutscher Boots-und Schiffbauer-Verband – DBSV
– have launched a campaign together with the three biggest boat

www.
start-boating.de

shows in Germany – Boot Düsseldorf, Hanseboot and Interboot – as
well as with Bavaria Yachts and publishing company Delius Klasing.
Their campaign, Start Boating, promotes boating for all and
provides practical information and opportunities to get on the water.

www.start-boating.
de/kontakt

GLOBAL GROW BOATING CAMPAIGNS

www.ucina.net

UCINA CONFINDUSTRIA NAUTICA is the Italian
Marine Industry Association representing the entire Italian

www.
navigarmedolce.it

www.facebook.com/
Ucinaconfindustrianautica

www.youtube.com/
user/videoucina

ramoino
@ucina.net

@UcinaNautica

www.instagram.com/
ucinaconfindustrianautica

www.
boating-japan.jp

www.facebook.com/
Boating.Japan

boating industry supply chain – from boat builders to
component manufacturers and from service providers to
tourist operators. Its campaign, Navigar me Dolce,

www.marine-jbia.or.jp

aims to promote boating as a fun and safe activity for all.
The Japan Marine Industry Association - JMIA promotes the growth of the marine leisure and sports industries
in Japan. Its campaign, Boating Japan, is developed
together with ‘Public Interest Foundation Corporation
Maritime Engineering Qualification Cooperation Center’,
‘Japan Marine Leisure Safety and Promotion Association’
and

“Japan

Small

Ship

Inspection

honda
@marine-jbia.or.jp

www.youtube.com/
channel/UCpvbVcv8Pg9RlsqfKgLtVow

Organization’.

The Dutch Boating Industry Association - HISWA www.hiswa.nl

unites the Netherlands’ watersports industry from yacht
builders, brokers, marinas and charter companies to

www.facebook.com/
welkomophetwater

communicatie
@hiswa.nl

@welkomoptwater

www.youtube.com/channel/
UCdlUiFtu-qMii-b90CLN4Sg

retailers and export. Its campaign, Welkom op het
Water, aims to
by

promoting

that

can

Asociacion
www.anen.es

www.
welkomophetwater.nl

be

improve watersport participation

the
had

positive
by

nacional

lifelong

everybody
de

on

empresas

experiences
the

www.instagram.com/
welkomophetwater

water.
nauticas

– ANEN – is the Spanish marine industry association

www.
embarcate.com

representing 90% of the country’s nautical sector.
Its campaign, Embárcate, aims to impact on public
opinion, showing different plans and alternatives to enjoy

info
@embarcate.com

www.facebook.com/
search/top/
?q=Embarcate_ES

www.youtube.com/channel/
UC3JTGk-3HU2nxIN4nvjN9wA

@embarcate_ES

www.instagram.com/
embarcate

boating, as an activity accessible to the whole society.
The International Council of Marine Industry Associations – icomia – is the international trade association representing the global marine industry since 1966

www.britishmarine.co.uk

www.sweboat.se

GLOBAL GROW BOATING CAMPAIGNS

The

Marine

Industries

Federation

- SWEBOAT - promotes and protects the recreational

www.
upptackbatlivet.se

marine industry by creating better working conditions,
industry awareness and a positive attitude towards boating.
Its campaign, Upptäck Båtlivet, creates opportunities

info
@sweboat.org

and facilitates all who are interested in recreational boating.
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UK’s leisure, superyacht and small commercial marine
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industry. Its campaign, On The Water, encourages
greater participation in boating of all types, from
small craft to large yachts and motor yachts, and from
canals, rivers and lakes to coastal waters and oceans.
The

www.nmma.org

Swedish

National

Marine

Manufacturers

Association

- NMMA - is the US’ leading trade association
representing

boat,

marine

engine

and

accessory

manufacturers. Its campaign, Discover

Boating,

focuses on increasing participation and creating interest in
recreational boating by helping new and potential boaters
explore the wealth of benefits that boating has to offer.

The International Council of Marine Industry Associations – icomia – is the international trade association representing the global marine industry since 1966

RESOURCES

www.icomia.com

ICOMIA’s Recreational Boating Industry Statistics - ICOMIA’s
membership is estimated to represent more than 80% of the world’s leisure
boating business, making it well positioned to provide an international
compilation of data covering the industry’s diversified and varied segments.
ICOMIA’s statistics are used extensively within the industry, especially by
those interested in investing or seeking to work within certain sectors.
To view sample pages or order your electronic copy visit www.icomia.com
ICOMIA Environment Guide (IEG) - Features clear and concise
outlines of the latest environmental legislation affecting the EU, US, Asia and
Australia plus international organisations such as IMO. The IEG explains –
in simple terms – what the legislation is; why it has been imposed; when it
will take effect; who it may affect and how it may affect them – making it
an invaluable tool for businesses, associations and organisations operating
in the global recreational marine industry.
The latest edition features updates on Maritime Spatial Planning; Monitoring,
reporting and verifying carbon dioxide emissions from maritime transport;
IMO Energy Efficiency Measures; UN - Global Harmonised System of
Classification and Labeling of Chemicals; International Regulation of
Styrene and Hazard Communication pictograms.
To download your IEG visit www.icomia.com
ICOMIA Technical File Generator - ICOMIA has partnered with
leading CE-marking consultancy, CEproof, to produce the ICOMIA
Technical File Generator (TFG) – a unique software package that simplifies
the entire process of creating and managing compliance documentation
required by the Recreational Craft Directive.
To access the ICOMIA TFG visit www.icomia.tech or contact info@icomia.
com for more information
Standards Bulletin - ICOMIA’s Small Craft Standards Bulletin provides
industry stakeholders early notification on changes to existing standards
and modifications to production methods; as developed and maintained
by the ISO (International Organization for Standards) Technical Committee
for Small Craft Standards (TC 188).
To access the Bulletin contact patrick@icomia.com
ICOMIA Quarterly Economic Statistics Report - This Statistics
Report contains quarterly information on global economic development
and features categories such as the Producer Price Index and the Big Mac
Index, as well as data, where possible, on emerging markets such as
Colombia, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Philippines, Sri
Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand and Vietnam.
To access the Report contact trudie@icomia.com

Half Year Trend Report - ICOMIA’s members have provided a snapshot overview of their
industry for the past 6 months compared to the same period of the previous year. Although no
quantifiable data is gathered; the Half Year Trend Report acts as a barometer to indicate recent
economic trends in the global recreational boating industry as well as the general outlook for
the coming year.
To access the Report contact trudie@icomia.com
ICOMIA Equipment Distributors Database - Provides a list of equipment distributors
in the ICOMIA member countries; a helpful resource for instigating international collaborations.
To access the Database contact trudie@icomia.com
Scantlings Calculator & Keel Checker - Scantlings Calculator is easy to use Excel
based software for boatbuilders with limited time or expertise to conduct their own scantling
calculations on the basis of ISO 12215-5. Users are required to produce proof of purchase
of Part 5 of the Standard.
Keel Checker: A tool for assessing whether keel designs are within the parameters of ISO
12215 Part 9.
To access these tools visit www.icomia.com
ICOMIA’s Global Conformity Guidelines - For years, US companies interested in
exporting boats to Europe and European companies wishing to export to the US had found
themselves in a difficult situation due to the different sets of Standards used on the two continents
and the requirement to comply with them both. These guidelines provide detailed guidance for
boatbuilders needing to comply with the alternative Standards system.
ICOMIA Technical Guides - ICOMIA produces industry recognised Guidelines and
Standards (such as):
‘Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Assessment Recommendations’: Step-by-step guidance
on compliance with the EMC Directive applicable to a vast range of equipment encompassing
electrical and electronic appliances, systems and installations in addition to complete boats
‘Minimum Acceptable Finish and Appearance
for Superyacht Gloss Coatings’: Produced for
use in conjunction with ISO 11347. Supporting
yards and paint applicators within the superyacht
sector in defining their own quality by establishing
a baseline standard
Guide to the Recreational Craft Directive (RCD):
Invaluable interactive guide for boatbuilders
providing information on how to safely
manufacture, import, distribute and sell products
on the EU single market, EEA and Switzerland.
To access these tools visit www.icomia.com
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Interact with us

International Council of Marine Industry Associations
Marine House
Thorpe Lea Road
Egham, Surrey
TW20 8BF
United Kingdom

For instant news from us and the recreational marine industry:

T: +44 (0) 1784 223702
E: info@icomia.com

Follow us on Twitter
(@followICOMIA)

Like us on Facebook
(facebook.com/ICOMIA)

